These designs are fully owned by Wooter LLC, usage of the designs by any other person/institution without purchase is fully prohibited and will warrant litigation.

Colours may not appear as intended. They are to match Pantone © Colour Matching System based on colours provided unless otherwise specified.

Artist: T Rieschiek  
Sales Rep: M Ruocco  
Date: MM/DD/YYYY

• To ensure the highest printed quality, provide artwork in a vector formats.
• All text must be converted to curves or outlines.
• Fonts to be provided if usage is intended for individual names and numbers.
• Only Pantone© Coated C colors are to be used.

PANTONE© COLORS

PMS XXX C
PMS XXX C
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PMS XXX C

FONTS

Font: ATHLETIC
ABCDEF
Font: MACHINE

0123456789

Note characters 0 - 9 in your font used below.
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